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TOWN OF HINTON
Community Engagement & Accountability Committee
Regular Meeting
March 1, 2012
PRESENT:

Douglas Heine, Gladys Nelson, Brian LaBerge, Kathy Rees, Gerry
Brandt, Garth Griffiths, Rick Zroback, Scott Sunderwald, Ron McKay,
Lavone Olson, Shirley Caputo, Councillor Jane Macridis

ABSENT:

Brent Bish, Councillor Janice Callihoo

SECRETARY:

Rhonda West

ALSO PRESENT:

Dan Pagely - Director of Community, Corporate & Protective Services
Laura Howarth – Recreation & Culture Manager

ORDER
Chairman Garth Griffiths called the Regular Meeting of the Community Engagement &
Accountability Committee (“CEAC”) to order. The time was 11:30 a.m.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
LABERGE - That the Agenda for the March 1 Regular Meeting of CEAC be adopted with
the following addition:
Action Item #6 – Quality of Life
CARRIED
DELEGATIONS & PRESENTATIONS
There were no delegations or presentations.
COMMITTEE MINUTES FOR ADOPTION
OLSON – That the CEAC Organizational Meeting Minutes of January 11, 2012 be adopted
as presented.
CARRIED
CAPUTO – That the CEAC Regular Meeting Minutes of January 11, 2012 be adopted as
presented.
CARRIED

CEAC Regular Meeting Minutes - March 1, 2012
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Initial

Town of Hinton
Community Engagement & Accountability Committee — March 1, 2012
Regular Meeting

ACTION ITEMS
1. Purpose of Meeting and Review List
There was conscensus to proceed distributing the CEAC Feedback Sheets to members of the
community and to hand in completed forms as soon as possible.
2. Review Draft Communication Plan
There was conscensus to accept the Communication Plan as presented.
There was conscensus to provide business cards and notebooks to CEAC members.
Action: All CEAC members were encouraged to attend the coffee house event on March
5th. Discussion forum was introduced and members were encouraged to participate in
the forum.
3. March Calendar
The events calendar for the month of March was reviewed and CEAC members were reminded
to use Rhonda West as central booking for potential opportunities.
4. Group Update
Members provided updates on the feedback they have been gathering.
The following groups or organizations will be contacted:

CEAC Member

Organization/Group

Scott Sunderwald
Rick Zroback

Provincial Gov’t, Whiskey Jack Club, Friends of Switzer Park
General Manager, Obed & safety meetings, Athabasca River
Voyageur Brigade
Clergy meeting on the 15th, Aaron Jones (FRAG), Do Drop Inn
BRIDGES, Food Bank, Parent Link, Happy Timers Seniors, Do
Drop Inn
HCHS Students Union, Trappers Association, local businesses (ie.
Subway, Tims, DQ, Lakeview, small independents)
Gerard Redmond, with Brent Bish re TECK
Coalspur, visitors to the office
HCHS Principal, Adult Learning Society
In-store customers, Rotary Club

Doug Heine
Kathy Rees
Gerry Brandt
Ron McKay
Gladys Nelson
Shirley Caputo
Brian LaBerge

Action: Rhonda to create key messages about CEAC for members.
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Town of Hinton
Community Engagement & Accountability Committee — March 1, 2012
Regular Meeting

5. April Meeting
The next CEAC meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, April 11, 2012 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. with lunch provided.
6. Quality of Life
Kathy Rees and Rick Zroback put their names forward as citizen representatives for the Grant
Funding Committee regarding Quality of Life grant applications.
INFORMATION ITEMS
There were no information items presented.
COMMUNITY PULSE
No feedback was received
ADJOURNMENT
LABERGE - That the Regular Meeting of CEAC adjourn.
CARRIED
The time was 1:00 p.m.

Chairman

Director of Community, Corporate
& Protective Services
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DRAFT NOTES FROM COFFEE SHOP ON RECREATION CENTRE
MARCH 5, 2012 HINTON GOVERNMENT CENTRE
Comments received from those in attendance
Don’t keep putting money into an old building that is shutting down all of the time
What are we missing out on by not building a new facility? (ie. people now going to
Jasper to swim, eat, shop etc.)
Would like a walking track, indoor soccer/fieldhouse, hot tub, gymnasium
Need to have facilities to bring people to town
Be creative with funding for a rec centre
Family change room is needed
Rec centre needs to be a place for kids to play and be healthy with healthy food choices
Indoor playground for kids to play during winter months
A rec centre that is for all ages and abilities
Community leaders need to get involved with new technology/community outreach;
Facebook is a powerful tool – acknowledge and be involved
Swim teams outside of Hinton want to come to Hinton for swim meets however the
facilities are lacking for parents to watch with limited viewing space
Building a facility with pools, arenas, gymnasium – all encompassing – do not continue
with patch jobs
People understand scheduled maintenance times are needed, however, they feel
frustration when shutdowns occur after scheduled maintenance has been undertaken
Be more focused on where money is spent – a new facility will increase tourism; people
are leaving to go to Jasper to swim and spend money
Have good directional signage so visitors and can find the rec centre easily
People are getting more health conscious so the facility would not go to waste
Need a facility that offers activities and opportunities for Mom’s with young children
Get moms out with the seniors – building synergies between groups and share
experiences
Most people accepted an increase of $100-200/year in taxes to fund a new facility
Go after corporate sponsorship for a new facility
Create an indoor facility that allows citizens to interact (ie. youth/seniors)
Redirect funds from beautification of the highway corridor and invest in a new rec centre
Don’t take a patch-work approach – build a new facility
People are not proud of the current facility

CEAC Feedback Sheet Summary
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From: Brad Kopp [mailto : bradkopoteIus.net]
Sent: March 5, 2012 4:40 PM
To: Rhonda West; Dan Pagely
Subject: Town Hall Meeting

Rhonda/Dan,
I won’t be able to attend the meeting tonight, but wanted to send some of my thoughts to be shared with the CAEC.
Thanks,
-

Brad

Members of the Community Engagement & Accountability Committee:
I am writing to express my support for the new Recreation Center initiative. I regret not being able to attend tonight’s
town hall meeting.
Over the past number of years, I have frequently questioned the Town’s decisions to sink millions of dollars into “band
aid” solutions for our current facility. I understand that money was spent on upgrades to plumbing and heating systems,
however the hockey dressing rooms are cold and the shower temperatures are hit and miss. I also recognize that part of
the monies were spent on the parking lot reconfiguration a noble cause, however there are now narrow driving lanes
and parking stalls suitable for small cars unfortunately, most people in Hinton drive large trucks. Furthermore, Hinton
has very poor ice in comparison to other arenas in the area as such, I would assume that the ice plant needs attention.
Additionally, the spectator seating in both arenas is very uncomfortable. The swimming pool remains to be an issue and
is frequently closed for maintenance. How much more money is needed to bring our current facility up to par?
—

—

—

In my opinion, the Town of Hinton has been catering to some very small special interest groups in terms of attention and
spending. Unfortunately, the areas that have been getting attention are not the types of things that make our
community grow and thrive. The proof is in the recent federal census numbers which show that the town has decreased
in population. The Town has missed several opportunities to grow and it’s population is STILL less than 10,000. In order
become a place that people want to live, we need to offer competitive amenities and one such amenity would be a
new recreation center.
—

I would be more than happy to discuss my thoughts with members of the Community Engagement & Accountability
Committee. I can be contacted at the coordinates below.
Sincerely,
1

Brad Kopp
brad kopp teIus. net
780-740-1499

CEAC Feedback Sheet Summary
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NOTES FROM MEETING WITH GREGG AVENUE BUSINESS OWNERS
MARCH 20, 2012
CEAC Members in Attendance: Garth Griffiths, Brent Bish, Brian LaBerge, Kathy Rees
The purpose of the meeting was to receive feedback from Gregg Avenue business owners
regarding the Town of Hinton’s proposed Gregg Avenue improvement plan and also encourage
feedback from participants regarding the CEAC survey (how does Gregg Avenue fit into the
overall community priorities).
Comments:
Not in support of plan as taxes will go up and access to businesses will go down
Disproportionate impact on business of doing this
Keep focus on practicality of the plan
Cost of interruption to business is a concern
Must be strong commitment to execution and good discussion with business owners
Lack of communication from Town to affected business owners is a concern
Have a plan that provides for traffic flow to make sense – providing for longterm
considerations
Keep accesses open to Gregg Avenue
Problem with big trucks parking on Gregg Avenue
Cut back on the boulevard (make it narrower) and widen Gregg Avenue to provide for
parking and pedestrian sidewalk
People stop at businesses because it is accessible and easy to get to
Town needs to do more to notify businesses of future plans; communication is a huge
issue; Attitude from the Town has been “go away”
Allow for access for big trucks – Hinton is their stopping point headed east and west
Most in attendance agreed with beautifying highway in a reasonable manner
Tourism is important to the community
Move local traffic headed to the highway
Coordination of the project is vital
Maximize flow on the service road (safe and efficient)
Gregg Avenue needs to be wider and add sidewalks for pedestrian traffic
Business owners interested in providing input to a new plan
Town needs to provide better outreach to stakeholders impacted by the proposed
projects
Business felt that the Town did not have a good track record in delivering projects on
time
Town needs to “listen better”
Next steps: CEAC to priorize recommendations to Council April 11, 2012. The joint planning
session between CEAC and Council will occur mid-spring. For more information on process,
please contact Rhonda West at 780-865-6002 or rwest@hinton.ca

CEAC Feedback Sheet Summary
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C.E.A.C. Notes from 2 meetings:
Garth and Kathy met with Ken McLeod regarding the Hinton Cemetery
Ken advised that the Town will be in need of a new Cemetery plot by the year(s) 2015 / 16,
even though the number of cremations is continuing to grow, compared to the number of
burials. He is of the opinion that the existing Cemetery can not be extended, due to land use
and / or land contours surrounding the existing site.
The third (3rd) Columbarium is now in use, having recently opened.
Maps of the Cemetery are available from Ken or through engineering at the Town office.

Kathy met with Tori Baago the outgoing Parent Link supervisor
The top three (3) needs as seen by Tori are:
1. Good, reliable flexible child care, extended days (more than 8.00am - 6.00pm.),
including
weekends, stat holidays, overnights (these would cover family emergencies as
well as single parents working shifts).
2. After school care, the community is missing the service offered at the Boy's and Girl's
Club.
3. Respite care, not just for those with children with special needs, but as well for Mums
(Dads) with children who themselves need bed rest / hospitalization.
Other important concerns Tori expressed are:
Limited shopping options (soon to be even more acute with the closure of Fields Stores);
CLEAN, indoor play places; party supplies / organizers; Parent Link itself needs more room and
longer hours of operation since frequently the numbers of attendees is 60 or more.
Parent Link is for families with children 0 -6 years; provides parent education and socialization
opportunities; it is a drop in facility not a drop off place, Parent Link does not provide child care.

CEAC Feedback Sheet Summary
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CEAC Feedback Sheet Evaluation Summary

Priority Rating of CSP Action Items (Rated 1-5
with 1 being the highest)
Beautification of Highway Corridor
Gregg Avenue
Regional Medical Hub
Performing Arts Centre
Master Trails Plan (off leash dog park)
Athabasca River Waterfront Park
Downtown Identity
Recreation Centre Re-design/Re-build
Hub Park
Cultural Mapping
Senior (Adult) Independent Housing Options
Pedestrian Friendly Community
Retail Hubs/Planning
Curb-side recycling
Long-Term Care Facility Seniors
Labour Retention, Attraction/recruitment
Development
Post Secondary Education Opportunities
Regional Tourism Identity (Northern Rockies)
Boom/Bust Services
Growth
Regional Hub
Citizen Involvement/Engagement
Cinema
Public Art
Community/Corporate Strategy
Regional Airport
Museum/Heritage
CN Rail
Hinton Transit
Festivals/Events Celebrations (year round)
Mountain Pine Beetle
New Development/Planning
Alternative Energy Sources
Water Management
Cemetery Enhancement
Mary Reimer Enhancement
Retail Gaps, Shop Local
Alternate Industrial Land Options
Infill development in sub-standard serviced
areas
Total Responses Received

1

2

3

4

5

5
1
18
14
8
10
1
102

11
5
16
13
6
12

8
4
15
16
10
12
1
19
1
8
16
8
2
25
20
6
7
26
4
10
6
4
3
33
1
2
7
5
4
9
8
2
7
4
9
2
2
10
1
1

3
4
18
15
8
14

11
6
9
8
6
7

19
4
9
16
11
2
11
15
7
6
28
4
10
9
4
5
23
3
2
5
2

12
3
5
11
8
1
11
11
4
3
25
9
5
7
5
6
25
6
2
11
4
2
9
6
2
4
9
4
3
3
15
4
3

1
32
2
2
5
51
5
8
28
5
5
9
4
4
36

1
2
1
2
3
2
2
4
2
4

25
4
3
39
4
1
14
38
8
1
27
3
8
7
5
43
2

1
2
6

3
3
4
4
9
1
2

9
8
2
3
1
5
1
2
14
2

Total
Responses

Weighted
Total*

38
20
76
66
38
55
2
177
12
26
114
33
8
66
135
30
25
134
25
38
38
22
18
160
12
6
24
14
9
35
22
9
19
19
26
8
11
52
6

110
51
244
208
116
169
8
717
30
64
407
80
25
189
508
93
80
407
66
112
116
65
45
522
23
12
47
37
27
88
46
27
53
45
77
21
29
129
11

8

18

379

*total responses in each column were multiplied by the weighted value:. Priority 1 = 5, Priority 2 = 4, Priority 3
= 3, Priority 4 = 2, Priority 5 = 1. These numbers totaled and provided in the right hand column.
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Comments:
Rec Centre that has a running track, pool with a waterslide, large hot tub, soccer pitch(s), arenas,
gymnasium for volleyball/basketball, courts for racquetball/squash, children’s indoor playground
A new rec centre
Development of festivals & events but not necessarily of facilities but rather money to host Town-run
quality programs
Monies to low/non-cost recreation programs developed and not contingent on participation/registration
but rather drop-in to meet needs of people
Maintain & promote “play” centres including skateboard park, bike park, outdoor skating rinks, Beaver
Boardwalk, Athabasca Nordic Centre, trails toboggan hills, etc. Zero tolerance for destructive activities
including vandalism, random quadding, littering etc.
A regional park may be considered inhibitive due to the high cost quoted. However, a river access for
outdoor recreationalists is lacking in Hinton upstream from the mill. A small canoe ramp, parking lot,
picnic table and garbage receptacle could be the first step to a more elaborate facility. A small facility
could also foster a better appreciation by our community of the beauty of the Athabasca River and the
excellent recreation opportunities that do exist on the river.
Discourage development by large developers who open up expensive lots. For example, how does
Evansburg develop lots for $28-35,000 while Hinton lots range from approx. $100-250,000?
Re-landscape the median between the highway and service road in front of Tim Horton’s so that trucks
can park without impeding the traffic on the service road.
Need activities, group home/independent living, more wheelchair accessability (ie. general
considerations for persons with disabilities).
I am very passionate about senior (adult) independent housing options as I have a disabled child
There needs to be more good retail businesses in town (clothing, etc.). Get rid of old hotels/motels – it
makes the Town look trashy.
Affordable housing is an issue
Cinema – provide a movie theatre for residents – doesn’t private enterprise take care of this? I would
like to see an amusement park…is the Town of Hinton going to build that? Probably not.
Acquisition of land – are we doing this? If not, how do we provide lots to businesses wanting to move
here so we can grow as a town?
Some of the visioning is pretty short-sighted (cemetery enhancement, transit) or not explained clearly.
In some cases, or at least it appears, that the committee (CSP) was “grasping” at “anything and
everything” to fill up the 30 years…perhaps a 20 or 25 year plan would have been better and more
attainable.
Pool only is needed.
New Recreation facility
Paved trails
New rec centre
Transit bus stops should have shelters at each one
#1 priority should be affordable housing. Developments in progress are not affordable (ie. houses that
are $500,000 are not affordable!).
We need a new rec centre, running track, full size gymnasium, usable by all ages.
We need an indoor soccer field at the rec centre
A cinema is as important as a performing arts theatre but it would be best if both were in one centre
I don’t see no new capital works spending option in the survey. How about paying down our massive
debt before getting involved in education, the arts or even recreation. Maintain what we do have,
beautify with the help of donated labour, etc. Maybe in a few short years we can replace something
else. I understand we will need to be replacing our sewer and water lines soon. I don’t want our town
becoming another Greece!
Development more on the offering of housing or townhouses for a 55+ community
I see a lot of businesses frozen out of town because there is a business of same here! Afraid of
competition or a different way of doing things? Too often the door is closed to other businesses…..this
must change

CEAC Feedback Sheet Summary
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Open your minds to new tourist draws. Stop the traffic here. We are the attraction not Jasper. Allow a
theme park like Callaway Park by Calgary to come here. Give people a reason to stop. Advertise our
mine trips, day trips to the hoodoos and other area sights. Make us the attraction to come to. It doesn’t
need to cost millions. Think. Share. Breathe.
Lack of stick to it, long term memory making plans for us and for tourists. Hinton should have the #1
seniors care in Canada – be the example. Hinton should have the super Wal-Mart to draw people in
from all areas even BC and Superstores. Bring in the business get the competition in. Bring in the
theme parks. To grow we must share and learn real customer service. We must get business to come
get the tax dollars. Grow and become the destination to come, make memories, to live and be the
tourist hub. Advertise our attractions now. The hoodoos, the lakes, the rivers, the camping areas, the
ripcord rides, the horse riding – get the people here and the $ will come.
Reason for request for more accessible bus stops – seniors use canes and walkers for them to move
freely and they are notable to carry bags of groceries for over 1 block. So they wait until they can get a
ride or pay someone for the service. In other places, they have a bus service that picks up seniors on
Mondays or Tuesdays and takes them to grocery stores and picks them up later and drops them home.
Even twice a month would increase ridership and grocery shopping.
We need more for the youth in this town because teenagers don’t want to go swimming in our poorly
designed rec centre so we need something for them that keeps them out of trouble
If we take care of the residential issues of affordable homes (ie. $350k) everything else listed will fall in
place. This is no easy challenge. The Town may have to provide a subdivision where builders can
place a deposit on a lot or 2, then the builder would have pre-set timelines to build. (ie. set a # of
months for plan approval, set # of months to be in the ground, set # of months to be closed in and so
on). Penalties for not getting to the timelines.
We need to take care of our seniors. They are and have been the backbone to our community! And
lets face it we are all going to age. This town needs something better than the poorly run Good Sam!
Town affordable house lots not specific builder
Hinton needs proper access to non-motorized boats … (canoe and Kyak)
Get a head start on alternative energy
More input from citizens
I think the Rec. Centre / pool here is just fine. Spend the dollars in other ways. It would be great to
have river access handy for canoes/kayaks.
Exploring wind power options might prove to be interesting.
Wind energy – bad idea. If there is a fault in the system, wind does not support the system. Coal is
best “spinning inertia”
Retail gaps – not if merchants provide products, problem goes away. Let merchants earn their dollars.
The land that is now cleared up the Robb road for industrial needs to be redesignated. It is an
abomination to the environment and to the citizens of this community that that land has been
designated as industrial. Tax dollars spent to enhance the road to build capacity for this area that sits
atop residential land and Maxwell lake are simply unreasonable and need to be fully justified to both
Hintonites and Albertans. Citizens of Hinton, at very least, deserve some explanation as to how this
land ended up industrial, what the potential impact on the residential areas below are, and what the
financial dealings have been that have allowed K-Lynn to walk into this kind of land deal following a
lease that was originally in place to store pipe. I strongly believe that a combined facility (cinema and
performing arts facility) needs to be considered. Neither facility makes sense on its own and with the
right letter of understanding in place one building is both prudent and more feasible.
Although the issue of Affordable Housing may be covered in some of the action items listed, it is such a
critical issue for Hinton that it might deserve to be an action item in and of itself. Diversification of our
local economy is so, so important!
I believe that an off leash dog park would benefit most residents of Hinton. Having a place to allow our
pets to be able to socialize in a controlled area with other dogs and a social place to go with friends and
your dogs would be the perfect opportunity for this community.
A new rec center that meets the needs of the community.
Shared living facility and other programs to go with it. Our children who have challenges are raised here
and once high school is done they have nothing.

CEAC Feedback Sheet Summary
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Trail system should include a ring trail that goes entirely around Hinton, similar to a ring road, so that
people can use it to get to another part of town, or go all the way around it and end up back where they
started. Needs to include a way to get across/over/under highway16 twice, and include a river front
park. This is the only town I have ever seen were the river is not accessible.
A brand new recreation facility in its entirety is needed and wanted in our community! Start listening to
your public! Maybe Just once, Listen to the people!
would like to see a NEW rec centre with a track, gymnasium,pool, rinks and indoor play ground.
including family change rooms and waterside/indoor spray park.
would like to see a NEW rec centre with a track, gymnasium,pool, rinks and indoor play ground.
including family change rooms and waterside/indoor spray park.
A Entire NEW ARENA AND REC COMPLEX!!
I would like to see a Youth Shelter in Hinton.
Recreation Centre needs a full redesign. Where is our theatre, this topic is in a very sad place.
The Rec Center NEEDS to be a priority! Start NOW not in 5 - 10 years!
No Rec Centre
we need a new rec center and we also need a movie theatre desperate I am willing to fundraise for this
stuff
I don't like how it says Recreation Centre Re-design. We don't need a re-designed facility. We need a
brand new beautiful facility that this whole town can enjoy. From kids to adults to seniors. :)
I feel a new pool is a reasonable and affordable solution to a whole new center. The pool is the main
concern and the repairs are endless however a new center is expensive and not necessary at this time.
I am not interested in bearing another tax increase for a new center.
Parking Issues in residential areas....visitors visiting our neighborhood comment about all the trailers,
quads, boats, and vehicles parked along the streets. I would like to see some kind of enforcement to
limit what can be parked to improve the aesthetics of our neighborhoods. Allowing suites in homes is
now resulting in additional vehicles and due to homeowner not having the parking space in driveway or
in front of their house takes up their neighbor’s space or we see vehicles parked on lawns and
sidewalks.
We have a pool. We have a recreational facility. GPRCH has space. There is no cinema in town. We
need a cinema before these other facilities are enhanced or are rebuilt. Lake Thompson needs to be
included in the highway signage program. The bus bench in Lake Thompson on McArdell Drive is
disgusting and needs to be replaced.
The town need to grow and that will only happen with reasonable housing costs. Hinton is extremely
expensive to live in in comparison with other communities with the same population base and given our
lack of a retail base. More options need to be made available for housing and the two current housing
initiatives ie: the golf course area and behind Safeway area, are extremely expensive and not a viable
option for many families. With reasonable housing options, you will bring in more people who in turn will
bring in new businesses.
Planning for a future cemetery which needs to be ready in approx 20 yrs.
Prevention of ATVs in town (streets, parks, trails) and proper enforcement of existing rules.
I want to have an art gallery, performing arts center, cinema, college but I do not as a tax payer want to
see a new facility for every request. We need to look at a multi-purpose facility; one that is designed to
incorporate all of the above and more. We need to use a facility that is already built and could be added
to and made into an eco-friendly facility. Let's not tear down buildings and start over.
Housing is key to our future.
With respect to the Rec Centre, is it possible for private (for profit) organizations to occupy/lease space
in the proposed new centre. This would be a great income generation for the centre as well as make
everything centralized.
Definitely just want to add that the new recreation facilities should be looking at more than just a pool. I
believe that if the town is going to build new or re-design that more sports and uses should be looked
into and not just a pool. A multi-use facility is what I would like to see. Indoor soccer feilds, basket ball,
running track, walking track...climbing walls, tennis....it should be a place for all sports....being that we
have very unpredictable weather here. Thanks so much for the opportunity to have my say.
Not a recreation centre re-design, but a new recreation centre. Time for a new pool, running track,
gym, and gym equipment. Just like Whitecourt. We deserve no less!!!
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Firesmart/Community Protection Aesthetics - The highway beautification fits this, but it doesn't go far
enough. Landfills on prime real estate, the rustic business look just isn't rustic, industrial facilities
visible from everywhere (K-Lynn yard - not in town, but town should be vocal on facilities like this that
give us an "industrial" image.
The labour retention action item encompasses many of the other action items, if not all!
I would like to see trails developed to connect all areas of town so people can commute safely to work,
school or for social activities on foot or bicycle. I don't see the need for an off leash dog park, so did not
pick the "Master Trails Plan" for that reason. Most dog owners are using all the trails as "off leash"
areas anyway and I don't see them driving their dogs to an "Off Leash Park" to make use of it. Not sure
where the "water front park" would be in the CN Rail choice. Need to have more shopping choices in
town. Was better 30 years ago, than it is today.
Hinton is (and has the potential to be even more so) a very desirable place to live within Alberta(I am a
relative newcomer to town). It still has the feel of a town that has been slapped together with little
planning or vision, but the evidence of current efforts to change this are evident. I believe residential
development should be concentrated west or 'upwind' of the mill. A lot of outsiders associate the mill
smell as Hinton's primary identifying feature. Sustainable Growth - all of the 'Top 5' priorities that I have
identified will contribute to growth, and growth (sustainable) is an inherent value/priority.
The CSP action items appear to all be valid concerns for the town of Hinton. Please focus on the
immediate needs of the town as a whole and not just items that a few interest groups desire. Sure a
town full of flowers is pretty, and a few people want a place to put on a play but today’s children and
future generations should have Rec Center they can actually use, a chance for continuing education
closer to home and medical accessibility. There is a lot of fluff in this plan which is obviously meant to
appease everyone is some form but the core actions should be beneficial to all.
Affordable housing for young families and stop lights or a safe cross walk at Thompson Lake area.
1-The potential plan of building a fenced in dog park at Mary Reimer. I would very much like the trees to
stay where they are. I see no need to change something that is functional. If the issue is dog scat, will
you pen all of the elk in the field as well to prevent them from dropping all over the fields? 2-Invasive
Plants within the town. Hinton will herbicide dandy lions, but they won't make that extra effort to spray
the thousands of Canada thistle, tall buttercup, oxeye daisy as well as prohibited noxious plants all over
town.
transit needs to be going both ways at once--need two buses.
Good list. Some are not ready yet when you consider the cost against the benefit but they will happen
when the time is right.
The regional airport concept is one I had not thought of, but I do not see air travel getting any cheaper
(especially for families) in this country for quite a while. It would be very nice to have a formal river front
park on one side or the other of the Willow Road bridge, but I cannot see it being a larger priority. IF
someone wants to donate some land, or if the MD would allow volunteers to consider doing work along
maybe Maskuta Creek (just outside town limits) - then great!
I would not lump in a safe pedestrian crossing with a water front park under 'CN Rail' - we need some
sort of Thompson Lake crossing - period.
Our youth continue to express the lack of activities to do during the weekend, we need to address this.
The town needs to enforce stricter guidelines for businesses to follow the themes. For example the
new performing arts building does NOT fit the mountain theme. It looks modern/contemporary. The
building on the highway that is in-between the probation office and accounting office looks horrible.
New building by mall/hotels that changes oil, has peaks, but could look a lot nicer for being on the
highway. Take a look at Canmore. That is what we should be aiming for and requiring if we want to
attract tourist. Also spending all that money paving the road out to that industrial park out on Robb
road, past the bike park is a waste of my tax payers money. Let the businesses out there pay for it. I
want a rec centre not more paving that does not need to be done.
The Athabasca Waterfront Park is a great idea - 6th priority. Alternative Energy Sources -7th priority
Regional Tourism Identity: How can we attract tourists if there is a huge strip mine in our backyard?(I've
read it will be the biggest in the world.)
Hinton really doesn't know how to provide service. For example many businesses are inaccessible to
working residents by being closed at lunch hour. Even the Parklander which gets its revenue from ads
is closed at lunch. Somehow we must instill the notion of service into businesses. The valley shopping
centre is a great streetscape but businesses are unfriendly in appearance to the out of towner. Please
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work on the logo "Gateway to the Rockies'. It's just the same as saying "Hinton - you are almost
there". And please... "Rugged Splendor" sounds like a condom. Hopefully that's gone for good.
Large Industrial and market corporations have a history of using boom bust cycles to reduce their costs
while maximizing their profits without a long term responsibility to the communities they engage and
their employees even when they engage in business that have limited life spans such as resource
extraction. They should be required to support and invest in long term plans that ensure stability for the
community and employees during down turns and resource depletion that does not destroy property
values, uproot employees or abandon them to unemployment. Investments for job retraining, changing
occupations should be required. Financing of housing coop development by employers should be
encouraged at cost to employees with control on future resale markup to maintain reasonable cost
housing in town and stable house values during down turns. Providing developed serviced lots at cost
or minimal markup from town property would be one way of accomplishing this. Acquisition and
development of land by the town under town ownership and control should be an immediate and
ongoing priority. Town ownership and development of business and housing lots using town employees
rather than corporate developers should be implemented to provide reasonable priced lots to citizens
and bring new citizens and business. Government should provide service and opportunity for quality life
to all citizens rather than provide opportunity for profit to a wealthy few.
As my 1st priority I would like to see programs on here that are focused on getting out youth outdoors
and being active. I really think Hinton should look into building a snowboard park in town for the winter
months. It can also be associated with the fire smarting program seeing as it would remove the
understory of that forest and some trees. This is something I am very passionate about. I have built a
snowboard park in my own back yard and always have families stopping and watching and asking if
there is somewhere in town their kids can learn this sport.
Note that your list would have been much easier to follow/select from if it were in alphabetical order.
The Town should put sidewalks along all the major roadways. I would love to be able to walk from one
end of Hinton to the other without having to trudge through the ditches or walk on the road. I would also
love to see pedestrian access to the highway and a marked pedestrian crossing from the Thompson
Lake district onto Smith Street, I have seen many people running across the highway at this spot.
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CEAC Feedback from Community Voice
Item 1: Do you feel strongly about a new or improved recreation centre in Hinton? This is your
opportunity to voice your ideas and concerns.
Ann Holly
I do not agree with a new facility. Our town needs to grow in population 1st.
As a tax payer I do not want another burden i.e: ( Taxes raised) . Our municipal spending has gone out of
control. Our operating spending increased faster than our growth in population and inflation. There is
nothing wrong with the center we have. we just spent money paving the parking lot putting new metal
siding and new roof in last few years.
Nathan Schneider
I would love to see a new rec center. Something similar in design to the Red Deer Rec Center. After
attending the budget review meeting at the Old Grind it was shown that all in attendance agreed a new
rec center was wanted and that all groups if we worked together could benefit from one complex that
would support all interest groups. Monies where discussed about repairs and maintenance on the old
facilities that seemed excessively high, but not uncommon for 50 year old buildings. It was also noted
that instead of a outdoor water park that could be used for 3 weeks out of the year we would benefit
from a place that can be used all year round.
I would like to see this rec center built along the highway corridor and the under pass where a hydrant
already exists in this open space. It would be a highly visible area for all to be proud of. This area is a
special project area, and I can not think of a more special project for it
Sarah Venance-Olson
I absolutely on board with a new facility! I am also in agreement with raised taxes for this purpose as I
realize what the cost will be and it will be tough to find all the funds elsewhere. I find that I spend this
money that would be used topaz higher taxes to travel to other communities such as Edson and Jasper,
even Grande Cache to use their facility. I heard from another Mom that when she used the pool last
week that there were 4 children that had gone home with cuts on their feet from the tiles. You know it
needs to be upgraded when kids are leaving with blood on their little toes. :( I know that if we had an
indoor track that I personally would use it and we have a lot of runners in this town who would use it to
train all winter. I know seniors walk up and down the mall in the winter because it's just not safe for
them to walk outside. I would love to see an indoor play area for the kids I would pay at lease $4-$5
every use.A good Rec centre is the core to a good community!
karl hryckowski
I would also love to see a new rec center. we could build a water park or spray park into the new facility
also a basket ball court or indoor play area would be great as well as an indoor track. not sure we need a
huge tax increase to do this we need to as there is some money allready set aside for this as well as
grants avalible, and we could use our tax dollers better in this town. i would like to be hinton proud.
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Sandra Pelley
I think we should increase what our current rec center is capable of doing. We definitely need an indoor
track, also a family changing room for each area (hockey and pool). An indoor playground would be used
by so many different groups of people, hockey, swimming, tourists, etc. A spray park, while a really neat
idea, just wouldn't go over in our climate. Our summers or lack there of are too short and cool!
Susan Thompson
I would love to see some new additions to the Rec Centre we already have. We do need a new aquatic
centre for sure but the old one could be used for other purposes. An indoor play area , gym or indoor
track. I do not think scrapping this rec centre is financially a good idea and there is enough land beside
the old one to accommodate new features. Lets try to keep all the Recreation attractions together not
spread out all over town.
Barry Madsen
#1, the town would benefit by integrating this forum with Facebook. My primarly concern is with
meeting the needs of young familes with children who for a number of reasons are not politically active
and often overlooked. My own observation is that the aquatic center is a write-off. It needs to be
replaced. Beyond that, I will be listening to what others have to say and providing support where
needed.
Angie Still
I am in complete agreement that this town needs to update the recreation facilities that they have to
offer, for a town that has winter pretty much 10 months of the year, we all can benefit from a new
facility.
I would also like to add that Hinton really needs to think seriously about getting a fieldhouse, for indoor
soccer, and not just one, but a couple of large fields,proper size for the older kids, which then can also
be used for several smaller fields for the lil' guys. This way children who do not play hockey and have a
passion and or talent for this sport may have the chance to grow and pursue it and not just get tossed
aside because they don't play hockey. I would also like to think that field hockey and other sports like
that may benefit from an indoor soccer type field.
Taxes will go up, every year - regardless if we build a new facility, at least this way our children, our
parents and grandparents could have somewhere safe to play, exercise, grow and learn.
Nathan Schneider
I wish I could be at the meeting tonight as we have a lot of passion for a new center. Unfortunately I
became aware of the meeting at a late date
Tanya Shemanski
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I agree with Sandra and Susan. If it is not feasible to start from scratch then we need to improve the
function of the facility that we do have. I have only lived here for six years but 3 out those 6 summers
the pool was out of commission for all or part of the summer. I don't use the rinks on a regular basis so
can't comment on them.
The best compromise seems to me to build a new aquatic center in the space between the guild and the
rec center and fill in the existing pool for use as a gym (ie indoor track, basketball court, volleyball, etc)

Item 2: Making Hinton Chicken Friendly
Courtney Congdon
Since having my daughter 5 years ago,my life has changed the way I look at things.Food being one of
them,I have made it my mission to introduce heathy food choices for her.Dont' get me wrong she gets
treats.I want to raise her to where food comes from.I also want her to think about preserving our
future.We have became avid recyclers,and would love to take our home to the next level.We would like
to have chickens in our back yard.They are a way to keep our lawns healthy without the use of
pesticides,they eat food scraps,and provide amazing compost.Also,EGGS! Urban chickens have became
accepted in many urban settings and provide benifits to the communtiy. I believe having my daughter
raise chickens will provide her with the understanding of where our food comes from,and what it is like
to know what is going into our food.I know that this along with other programs (recycling, composting)
is the future of communties,I can only hope Hinton will fall in love with the idea of chickens.
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